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A BSTRACT. We prove that all spaces of finite Assouad-Nagata dimension admit a good order for
Travelling Salesman Problem, and provide sufficient conditions under which the converse is true.
We formulate a conjectural characterisation of spaces of finite AN -dimension, which would yield
a gap statement for the efficiency of orders on metric spaces. Under assumption of doubling, we
prove a stronger gap phenomenon about all orders on a given metric space.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Given a metric space pM, dq, we consider a finite subset X of M . We denote by lopt pXq the
minimal length of a path which visits all points of X. Now assume that T is a total order on M .
For a finite subset X Ă M we consider the restriction of the order T on X, and enumerate the
points of X accordingly:
x 1 ďT x 2 ďT x 3 ďT ¨ ¨ ¨ ď T x k
where k “ #X. Here and in the sequel #X denotes the cardinality of the set X. We denote by
lT pXq the length of the corresponding path
lT pXq :“ dpx1 , x2 q ` dpx2 , x3 q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dpxk´1 , xk q.
Given an ordered metric space M “ pM, d, T q containing at least two points and k ě 1, we
define the order ratio function
ORM,T pkq :“

lT pXq
.
XĂM |2ď#Xďk`1 lopt pXq
sup

See Definition 2.1 and Section 2 for more on this definition.
We say that a metric space M is uniformly discrete, if there exists δ ą 0 such that for all pairs
of points x ‰ y the distance between x and y is at least δ.
The travelling salesman problem aims to construct a cycle of minimal total length that visits each of k given points. Bartholdi and Platzman introduced the idea to order all points of a
metric space and then, given a k-point subset, visit its points in the corresponding order [3], [4].
Such approach is called universal travelling salesman problem. (One of motivations of Bartholdi
and Platzman was that this approach works fast for subsets of a two-dimensional plane). Their
argument implies a logarithmic upper bound for the function ORR2 pkq.
For some metric spaces the function OR is even better. Our result in [14] (Thm B) shows
that the best possible situation, when ORpkq is bounded by above by a constant, holds true for
uniformly discrete δ-hyperbolic spaces.
While in the original paper of Bartholdi and Platzman it was suggested that such efficient
behavior (with bounded ratio) holds for Zd , it is known that it is not the case (unless d “ 1).
The initial argument of Bartholdi and Platzman shows the existence of an order with ORpkq ď
Const ln k. Orders with at most logarithmic OR also exist on spaces with doubling, by the result
of Jia et al [31]. It seems natural to conjecture that this upper bound is optimal for Zd , d ě 2.
A question of existence of an order on Z2 that violates a logarithmic lower bound is asked in
[12]. Under additional assumption that the order is hierarchical this logarithmic bound (for a unit
square, and hence for Z2 ) is proven in [17], [16], Thm.1, Section 3.3.
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Observe that among finitely generated groups only those that are virtually nilpotent satisfy doubling property (see 3.1 for definitions and background). We show that many groups of exponential
growth also admit a logarithmic upper bound for an appropriate choice of the order, as we explain
below.
The notion of Assouad-Nagata dimension goes back to [38], and the term Nagata dimension is
used in [2]. This notion provides a control of both local and global properties of the space. If the
space is uniformly discrete, only large scales (and thus global properties) matter, and this notion
coincides with linearly controlled metric dimension (also called linearly controlled asymptotic
dimension). For uniformly discrete spaces AN -dimension is a quasi-isometric invariant. We recall
the definition of Assouad-Nagata dimension in Section 4. Here we mention that the following
spaces have finite AN -dimension. Spaces with doubling property [34], wreath products of groups
of linear growth with finite ones [9], polycyclic groups [25], trees (see e.g. [43]), hyperbolic
groups (and δ-hyperbolic spaces that are ”doubling in the small” [34]), and more generally, graphs
and groups admitting quasi-isometric imbedding into finite products of trees (for imbedding of
hyperbolic groups see [10]) such as Coxeter groups [13] (and more generally for virtually special
groups see [23]). Groups relatively hyperbolic with respect to groups of finite Assouad-Nagata
dimension also have finite Assouad-Nagata dimension [29]. A not necessarily finitely presented
C 1 p1{6q small cancellation groups have AN -dimension at most 2 (cite [44]).
In fact, the argument of [31] for ORpkq in the case of doubling spaces can be adapted to prove
a logarithmic upper bound more generally for spaces of finite Assouad-Nagata dimension. In [31]
the authors study the notion of pσ, Iq-partitioning schemes, the existence of which can be shown
to be equivalent to the finiteness of Assouad-Nagata dimension. In the proof on the theorem below
we argue directly in terms of AN -dimension. The second claim of the theorem below provides not
only the asymptotic bound on OR, but also discusses the value of the order breakpoint BrpM, T q,
which is defined as the smallest integer s such that ORM,T psq ă s (Definition 2.2). For some
basic examples of Br, see also [14], where this notion was introduced.
Theorem I. (=Thm 4.4) If M is a metric space of finite Assouad-Nagata dimension m with mdimension control function at most Kr, then there exists an order T such that for all k ě 2
(1) ORM,T pkq ď C ln k, where a positive constant C can be chosen depending on m and K
only.
(2) BrpM, T q ď 2m ` 2. Moreover, the elongations of snakes on 2m ` 3 points are bounded
by some constant depending on m and K only.
This theorem gives us upper estimation on invariants of M : ORM pkq “ Oplog kq and BrpM q ď
2m ` 2.
”Snakes” mentioned in the second claim of the theorem are order-increasing sequences of
points which oscillate between neighborhoods of two points (We discuss the notion of snakes in
more detail in Section 2).
To prove Theorem 4.4 above, we can assume that M is uniformly discrete. We choose an
appropriate constant λ, defined by the linearity constant K for the control function (a possible
choice is λ “ 4K), and consider coverings from the definition of Assouad-Nagata dimension with
r “ λn , n P N. In Lemma 4.6 we modify this family of coverings to enforce a certain hierarchical
structure on the sets of these coverings. This hierarchical structure guarantees that the sets of
the coverings satisfy the assumption of Lemma 2.6, which provides a sufficient condition for the
existence of an order, such that given sets on some space are ”convex” with respect to this order.
We discuss this notion at the end of Section 2. In Lemma 4.7 we show that such orders satisfy an
upper bound for the order ratio function in the claim of the theorem.
The worst possible case for solving the universal travelling salesman problem are spaces with
linear ORpkq. An example of a sequence of finite graphs with linear ORpkq is constructed in
Gorodezky et al [19], see also Bhalgat et al [6] who show that a sequence of Ramanujan graphs of
large girth and of bounded diameter-by-girth ratio has this property. The above mentioned paper
considered both the question of the dependence of the number of required points k as well as
the dependence on the cardinality of a finite graph n. As we have mentioned, in this paper we
consider the dependence on k, the question that makes sense both for finite and infinite spaces.
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Since a result of Osajda [40] allows to imbed subsequences of graphs with large girth into
Cayley graphs, combining his result with that of [19] one can conclude that there exist groups
with linear ORpkq. While the above mentioned argument uses both a remarkable construction of
Ramanujan graphs of large girth and a recent graphical small cancellation technique, we prove that
there is a large class of metric spaces and sequences of metric spaces with infinite order breakpoint
(and thus claiming that ORpkq “ k, not only that this function is linear). Easy examples of groups
of this kind can be obtained from Thm III.
Before stating this theorem, we formulate Thm II, the first claim of which gives a sufficient
spectral condition for infinite Br. Informally speaking, infinite Br means that whatever orders we
choose on vertices of our graphs, there are arbitrary large subsets of vertices on which this order
is extremely far from optimal for the travelling salesman problem. The second claim of Thm II
provides additional information about snakes for a sequence of expander graphs.
Theorem II. (=(1) and (3) of Thm 5.1) Let Γi be a sequence of finite graphs of degree di ě 3 on
ni vertices. Let Ti be an order on Γi .
(1) Assume that the normalized spectral gap δi “ pλΓ1 i ´ λΓ2 i q{di satisfies
˙
ˆ
logdi ni
.
1{δi “ o
ln logdi ni
Then the order breakpoint of the sequence pΓi , Ti q is infinite.
(2) For a sequence of bounded degree expander graphs the following holds. If di “ d ě 3
and δ “ inf i δi ą 0, then for each k the graphs pΓi , Ti q admit snakes on k points of
bounded width Ck and of length at least logd´1 ni ´ Ck1 , for some Ck , Ck1 ą 0.
In Theorem II above we have formulated claims (1) and (3) of Thm 5.1. In claim (2) of Thm
5.1 we will also give an estimate on possible length and width of a snake, in terms of a spectral
gap of a graph.
In general, if the decay of δi is quick, one can not understand whether Br is infinite or not,
given a sequence of graphs and knowing their cardinality ni , degree di and spectral gap δi , see
Remark 5.8. For Claim (2) of the Theorem, the assumption of expansion can not be weakened if
we want a criterion in terms of ni , di and δi , see Remark 5.9. One can ask whether oplog2di pni qq
(which is a sufficient condition for infinite AN -dimension of bounded degree graphs by [30], see
Remark 5.4) is sufficient for infiniteness of Br. If 1{δi „ plogdi ni q2 then Br can be finite (see
Remark 5.5). Since a sequence of expander graphs can have a diameter close to logd´1 ni , the
lower bound on the length of the snake in the claim (2) can not be significantly improved (see also
Remark 5.7).
In Section 6 we provide another sufficient condition of a different nature for infinite Br. It
can be deduced from Lusternik-Schnirelmann theorem that any order on an ε-net of a sphere
S k admits snakes on k ` 2 points, alternating between ε-neighborhoods of antipodal points (see
Lemma 6.1). Combining it with the control of order ratio function for weak imbeddings of cubes
we get
Theorem III. (= Corollary 6.6) If a metric space M weakly contains arbitrarily large cubes of
dimension d, then for any order T on M it holds
ORM,T pdq “ d.
In particular, if a metric space M weakly contains a sequence of arbitrarily large cubes, then for
any order T on M the order breakpoint of pM, T q is infinite.
We recall again that the informal meaning of infinite order breakpoint is that whatever order
we choose on M , this order behaves extremely bad (for the travelling salesman problem) on some
arbitrary large subsets.
In Section 6 we will define for metric spaces the property of containing a sequence of arbitrarily
large cubes. Here we mention that the class of such spaces includes spaces admitting uniform
imbeddings of Zd (or Zd` ) for all d. In particular, this condition holds for any finitely generated
group G that contains the direct sum Z8 as a subgroup. These include many classes of solvable
groups and many other classes of amenable groups. Here we mention that Grigorchuk groups (and
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moreover all known constructions of groups of intermediate growth) admit uniform imbeddings
of Zd` , for all d. These also include many examples of not amenable groups, as well as some
groups such as Thompson group (where famous amenability question remains open). Further
examples of spaces that weakly contain sequences of arbitrarily large cubes are Z2 o Z{2Z and
more generally B o A, where B is an infinite group of not linear growth and A is any finite or
infinite group containing at least two elements (this statement is inspired by the argument in [9],
see Lemma 6.7 where we study weak imbeddings of cubes in wreath products). We also mention
that imbeddings of cubes appear naturally as lower estimates for AN -dimension in various classes
of groups and spaces, see [24, 45].
In view of Theorems D and E mentioned above we ask
Question. Let M be a metric space of infinite Assouad-Nagata dimension. Is it true that the order
breakpoint of M is infinite?
We recall that there are various known examples of groups of finite asymptotic dimension
which have infinite AN -dimension (see Nowak [39], Brodskyi Dydak Lang [9]). As we have
already mentioned, some of them satisfy the assumption of our Theorem III. In view of Thm I, if
the answer to the question is positive, this would provide an equivalent characterization of spaces
of finite AN -dimension. Taking in account the above mentioned examples, for a question of a
possible characterization it is essential to speak about AN -dimension and not about asymptotic
dimension.
Observe also that if the answer to the above mentioned question is positive, in view of Theorem
4.4 this would provide a positive answer to the following
Question (Gap problem for existence of orders). Let M be a metric space. Is it true that either
for any order T on M and all k ě 1 it holds ORM,T pkq “ k or there exists an order T such that
for all k ě 2 it holds ORM,T pkq ď Const ln k?
Given a metric space, one can formulate a stronger Gap problem, which describes behavior of
all orders (rather then searches an order on the space). Our next result below solves this problem
for spaces with doubling property.
As we have already mentioned, the argument of Bartholdi and Platzman for Euclidean plane
(and generalizations of their argument for the spaces with doubling) provides orders with logarithmic upper bound for the function ORpkq. This is in contrast with the lexicographic order
on R2 (px1 , y1 q ă px2 , y2 q if x1 ă x2 , or x1 “ x2 and y1 ă y2 ), where it is easy to see that
ORpsq “ s for all s. Our theorem below shows that any order on a space with doubling condition
(in particular, any order on Rd ) satisfies the same dichotomy:
Theorem IV (Gap for order ratio functions on spaces with doubling). (=Thm 3.2) Let M be a
metric space with doubling and T be an order on M . Then either for all s it holds
ORT,M psq “ s
or there exists C (depending only on the doubling constant of M , s and ε such that ORM,T psq ď
s ´ ε) such that for all s ě 1
ORM,X psq ď C ln s
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank David Hume for discussions about AN dimension, Tatiana Nagnibeda for explanations and references on spectra of finite graphs; Karim
Adiprasito for helpful conversations. This project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program (grant agreement No.725773). The work of the second named author is also supported by
Russian Science Foundation (grant no.17-11-01377).
2. P RELIMINARIES AND BASIC PROPERTIES
Below we recall some basic properties of the order ratio function and order breakpoint, discussed in [14].
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Definition 2.1. [Order ratio function] Given an ordered metric space M “ pM, d, T q containing
at least two points and k ě 1, we define the order ratio function
ORM,T pkq :“

lT pXq
.
l
XĂM |2ď#Xďk`1 opt pXq
sup

If M consists of a single point, then the supremum in the definition above is taken over an
empty set. We use in this case the convention that ORM,T pkq “ 1 for all k ě 1.
Given an (unordered) metric space pM, dq, we also define the order ratio function as
ORM pkq :“ inf ORM,T pkq.
T

Denote by L the diameter of X. It is clear that L ď lopt pXq ď lT pXq and lT pXq ď Lp#X ´
1q. Hence 1 ď ORM,T pkq ď k for any M , T and k ě 1.
Definition 2.2. [Order breakpoint] Let M be a metric space, containing at least two points, and
let T be an order on M . We say that the order breakpoint BrpM, T q “ s if s is the smallest
integer such that ORM,T psq ă s. If such s does not exist, we say that BrpM, T q “ 8. A possible
convention for a one-point space M is to define BrpM, T q “ 1.
Given an (unordered) metric space M , we define BrpM q as the minimum over all orders T on
M:
BrpM q “ min BrpM, T q.
T

The property BrM,T ě k means that on some k-point subsets of M the order T behaves extremely
non-optimal as an universal order for the universal travelling salesman problem.
We will give an idea of such non-optimal subsets. Consider a sequence of s points: x1 ăT
x2 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xs , let a be the diameter of this set and let b be the maximal distance dpxi , xj q
where i and j are of the same parity. Then a is called the length of the snake psi q, b is called its
width and the ratio a{b is the elongation of the snake psi q. We say that elongation is 8 is b “ 0.
If a set X consists of k ` 1 points and the value of lT pXq is close to klopt pXq, then it can
be shown that any two points with indices of the same parity are relatively close to each other,
compared with the diameter of X. Hence ORM,T psq “ s if and only if in pM, T q there exist
snakes of arbitrary large elongation on s ` 1 points ([14], Lemma 2.11).
If we allow a metric to assume the value 8, then a natural way to define OR is to consider the
ratio lT pXq{lopt pXq for subsets X with finite diameter. In this setting we can speak about OR
and Br of disjoint unions of metric spaces.
We mention a simple example (which we discussed already in [14],
Lemma 3.1) when the metric space M is a circle S 1 with its inner metric. It is not difficult to show, that ORS 1 pkq “ 2 for all k ě 2. A natural
order (a clockwise order) provides the estimation ORS 1 pkq ď 2, and the
lower estimation follows from
Lemma 2.3. For any order T of S 1 and any ε ą 0 there exist two antipodal points x, y of the circle and a snake z1 ăT z2 ăy ăT z3 on 3 points
such that z1 and z3 belong to the ε-neighborhood of x and z2 is in the
ε-neighborhood of y.
Proof. We call a point x P S 1 T -small if x ăT x̄, where x̄ denotes the
antipodal point to x. Otherwise we call it T -large. Since pS 1 , T q contains both T -small and T large points, we can find two points s1 , s2 of different types that are ε-close to each other. Assume
s1 ăT s¯1 and s2 ąT s¯2 . If s¯1 ăT s2 , we take the snake s1 ăT s¯1 ăT s2 . Otherwise, we take
the snake s¯2 ăT s2 ăT s¯1 .

We recall the notion of quasi-isometric imbedding. Given metric spaces N and M , a map α
from N to M is a quasi-isometric imbedding if there exist C1 , C2 such that for any x1 , x2 P N it
holds
1
pdN px1 , x2 qq ´ C2 ď dM pαpx1 q, αpx2 qq ď C1 pdN px1 , x2 qq ` C2
C1
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If M is at bounded distance from αpN q, this map is called a quasi-isometry, and the spaces
X and Y are called quasi-isometric. If α is bijective and C2 “ 0, then the spaces are said to be
bi-Lipschitz equivalent.
We also recall a weaker condition of uniform imbeddings. Given metric spaces N and M , a
map α from N to M is an uniform imbedding (also called coarse imbedding) if there exist two
non-decreasing functions ρ1 , ρ2 : r0, `8q Ñ r0, `8q, with limrÑ8 ρ1 prq “ 8, such that
ρ1 pdX px1 , x2 qq ď dM pαpx1 q, αpx2 qq ď ρ2 pdX px1 , x2 qq.
Given ε, δ ą 0, a subset U in a metric set M is said to be an pε, δq-net if any point of M is at
distance at most ε from U and the distance between any two distinct points of U is at least δ. It is
easy to show that for any metric space M and any ε ą 0 there exists an pε, εq-net of M .
Definition 2.4. We say that two functions f1 , f2 prq : N Ñ R are equivalent up to a multiplicative
constant if there exists K1 , K2 ą 0 such that f1 prq ď K1 f2 prq and f2 prq ď K1 f1 prq for all
r ě 1.
It is easy to observe ([14], Lemma 2.8) that if two metric spaces M and N are quasi-isometric,
M 1 is an pε, δq-net of M and N 1 is an pε, δq-net of N , then the order ratio functions ORM 1 and
ORN 1 are equivalent up to a multiplicative constant. In particular, the asymptotic class of OR is
a quasi-isometric invariant of uniformly discrete metric spaces. Moreover, if a metric space N
is quasi-isometrically imbedded into a space M , then ORM is asymptotically larger or equal to
ORN . We mention in this context that given (a not necessary injective) map φ : N Ñ M and an
order TM on M , one can construct an order TN on N such that φpxq ăTM φpyq always implies
x ăTN y. We call any such order a pullback of TM .
While the asymptotic class of the order ratio function is invariant under quasi-isometries, specific values of OR can change under quasi-isometries, as can be easily seen already from finite
space examples. But for any s the equality ORpsq “ s is preserved under quasi-isometries of
uniformly discrete spaces ([14] Lemma 2.12). To show this one can consider a pullback and
argue that snakes of large elongation map under quasi-isometries to snakes of large elongation.
Moreover, an uniformly discrete metric space can not be quasi-isometrically imbedded to a metric
space with smaller Br.
From the definition it is clear that if M has at least two points then BrpM, T q ě 2 for any
order T . A result of M. Kapovich [26] about pR, εq-tripods can be used to characterise uniformly
discrete metric spaces with Br ď 2 (see Lemma 4.1 in [14]): such spaces are either bounded or
quasi-isometric to a ray or to a line. It is not difficult to see that virtually free groups have Br ď 3,
and Theorem A of the above mentioned paper shows the converse. Let G be a finitely generated
group. Then G admits an order T with BrpG, T q ď 3 if and only if G is virtually free.
While the property ORM psq “ s is not preserved under uniform mappings of uniformly discrete spaces, there is a similar property which is inherited by such imbeddings. Below we recall
this property, studied in [14]. We say that an ordered metric space pM, T q admits a sequence of
snakes of bounded width on s points if there is a sequence of snakes on s points of uniformly
bounded width and with diameters tending to infinity. It is not difficult to see that if N admits
an uniform imbedding to a metric space M and if N admits a sequence of snakes of bounded
width on s points for any order on this space, then the same happens for M ; and in particular
ORM ps ´ 1q “ s ´ 1 ([14], Lemma 2.14).
Using a compactness argument one obtains the following.
Lemma 2.5. [[14], Lemma 2.17] Let M be a metric space. Consider a function F : Z` Ñ R`
and assume that for any finite subset M 1 Ă M there exists an order T 1 satisfying ORM 1 ,T 1 pkq ď
F pkq for all k ě 1. Then there exists an order T on M satisfying ORM,T pkq ď F pkq for all
k ě 1.
Using an induction on the cardinilty of A in case when this family is finite and a compactness
argument for the general case, one also obtains
Lemma 2.6. [[14], Lemma 2.17] Let A be a family of subsets of M such that for any two sets
A1 , A2 P A either their intersection is empty, or one of the sets is contained in another one. Then
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there exists an order T on M such that for any set V P A and any three points x, y, z P M such
that x ăT y ăT z, the condition x, z P V implies y P V .
We say that the subset V of M is convex with respect to the order T if V and T satisfy the
property described in Lemma 2.6.
This elementary lemma can be used to construct orders with given properties in various spaces.
We will use it several times in the proof of Theorem I about spaces of finite AN dimension and of
Theorem IV about spaces with doubling.
3. G AP FOR THE ORDER RATIO FUNCTIONS . N ILPOTENT GROUPS AND SPACES WITH
DOUBLING .
We have mentioned that a crucial observation for using orders for the travelling salesman
problem is the result of Bartholdi and Platzman, who have shown existence of orders (related
to space-filling curves) such that for any finite set X the order provides a tour with length at most
Constpln #Xq times longer than the optimal one.
Consider two orders on the square K “ r0; 1s2 . The first order TBP is the one considered by
Bartholdi and Platzman in [3] and their estimate (combined with obtained later lower bound in
[5]) implies that ORK,TBP pkq „ log k.
The second order Tlex is the lexicographical order. We define this order by saying px1 , y1 q ăTlex
px2 , y2 q if x1 ă x2 or x1 “ x2 and y1 ă y2 . It is clear that pK, Tlex q contains snakes of diameter
1 and arbitrary small width, and hence ORK,Tlex pkq “ k for all k.

Our result below will prove that neither on K nor on any other space with doubling property
it is possible to construct an order T such that ORK,T pkq is sub-linear but grows faster than a
logarithmic function in k.
3.1. Doubling spaces.
Definition 3.1. A metric space pM, dq is said to be doubling if there exists a doubling constant
D ą 0 such that for any x P M and r ą 0 the ball Bpx, 2rq of radius 2r can be covered by at
most D balls of radius r.
In subsection 3.2 we will prove the following
Theorem 3.2 (Gap for order ratio functions on doubling spaces). Let X be a doubling metric
space and T be an order on X. Then either for all k it holds
ORX,T pkq “ k
or there exists C, depending only on the doubling constant of X, on the order breakpoint s of
pX, T q and on ε such that ORX,T psq ď s ´ ε, such that for all k ě 2
ORX,T pkq ď C ln k.
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Spaces Rd and their subsets are examples of doubling spaces. It is easy to see that any group
of polynomial growth has doubling property for infinitely many r. It is also known in fact that
any group of polynomial growth has doubling property for all r, but known proofs use that these
groups are virtually nilpotent (by Polynomial Growth theorem [21]).
Below we recall the definition and state these remarks more precisely.
Definition 3.3. A growth function of a finitely generated group G with respect to a finite generating set S is the number of elements of G of the word length at most n
vG,S pnq “ #BG,S pnq “ #tg : lG,S pgq ď nu
Suppose that a group G has polynomial growth, that is vG,S pnq ď CS nd for some (and hence
for all) generating set S. It is clear directly from the definition that there exists infinitely many n
such that vG,S p2nq ď CvG,S pnq for some constant C. Using Polynomial Growth Theorem, we
can claim that G is virtually nilpotent, and in this case in holds C1 nd ď vG,S pnq ď C2 nd for
some integer d (and some positive constants C1 and C2 , depending on S; for this basic fact about
growth see e.g. Chapter 4 of [36] ). In particular, there exists a positive constant C such that
vG,S p2nq ď CvG,S pnq
for some positive constant C1 , depending on S, and all n.
Remark 3.4. Let G be a finitely generated group, R ą 0. Let U be a pR, Rq-net of the ball of
radius 2R in G. Consider the balls of radius R centered at points of the nets. The family of these
balls covers the ball of radius 2R, and the number of the balls is at most vp2.5Rq{vpR{2q. In
particular, if vp2.5Rq{vpR{2q ď vp23 R{2q{vpR{2q ď C 3 , then G has doubling property on the
scale R with constant C 3 .
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. We assume that there exists s0 such that ORM,T ps0 q “ s0 ´ ε for
some ε ą 0. Observe that there exists a number λ, depending only on s0 and ε, such that any
snake on s0 ` 1 points in pX, T q has elongation (the ratio of its diameter and its width) at most λ.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a doubling space with doubling constant D, let T be an order on M and
let λ ą 1 be such that all snakes on s0 ` 1 points in pM, T q have elongations at most λ. Then
there exists a constant N pD, s0 , λq such that whatever x P M and R ą 0 we choose, there are no
sequences x1 ăT x2 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT x2N satisfying
(1) xi P Bpx, 4Rq for all i
(2) dpx2i´1 , x2i q ě R for all i.
Proof. Arguing by induction on k and using the definition of doubling spaces, we observe that
for any k, any x and any R ą 0 the ball Bpx, 4Rq can be covered by Dk`3 balls of radius at
most 2´k´1 R, and thus of diameter not greater than 2´k R. Choose k such that 2k ą λ. Put
N “ s0 Dk`3 . Assume that there exist points x1 ăT x2 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT x2N satisfying properties
(1) and (2) in the formulation of the Lemma. Cover the ball Bpx, 4Rq by m ď Dk`3 balls
B1 , . . . , Bm of diameters at most 4R{2k`2 ă R
λ . We have N pairs pxi , xi`1 q of points at distance
at least R. Each pair belongs to the union Bj Y Bl for some j and k. For given j and l, it is clear
that there is at most s0 such pairs are in Bj Y Bl , since otherwise we find a snake on s0 ` 1
points with diameter at least R and width smaller than R{λ. This is in a contradiction with the
assumption of the lemma.

Claim 3.6. Let M be a metric space and let px0 , x2 , . . . , xn q be a sequence of points such that
n´1
ÿ

dpxi , xi`1 q “ L.

i“0

Let L “ a1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am , all ai ą 0. Then the set txi u can be partitioned into m subsets
A1 , . . . , Am such that diampAj q ď aj for all j.
Proof. Induction on m. The base of induction: if m “ 1, then the claim of the lemma is straightřl´1
forward. Induction step: find the maximal l ě 0 such that i“0 dpxi , xi`1 q ď a1 and put
řn´1
A1 :“ tx0 , x1 , . . . , xl u. Then i“l dpxi , xi`1 q ď a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am and diampA1 q ď a1 .
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Lemma 3.7. Let M be a doubling space with doubling constant D and let T be an order on M
such that all snakes on s0 ` 1 points in pM, T q have elongation at most λ. Then there exists a
constant N pD, s0 , λq such that the following holds.
Take a sequence of points pxi q in M , i : 1 ď i ď m satisfying
x1 ăT x2 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xm .
Assume that the minimal length of a path visiting these points is L. Then for all k ě 0 it holds
"
*
ˇ L
L
ˇ
# i P p1, . . . , m ´ 1qˇ k`1 ď dpxi , xi`1 q ď k ď N 2k .
2
2
Proof. Applying Claim 3.6 for m “ 2k and a1 “ a2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ am “ L{2k we conclude that there
exist 2k points y1 , . . . y2k such that
ˆ
˙
˙
ď ˆ
L
L ď
m
txi ui“1 Ă B y1 , k
. . . B y2k , k .
2
2
L
2k

we can find yj such that
ˆ
˙
L
xi , xi`1 P B yj , k´1 .
2

Then for each i such that dpxi , xi`1 q ď

Put R :“ 2´k´1 L and apply Lemma 3.5 for each yi and R. We can take the same N pD, s0 , λq as
in Lemma 3.5.

Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider a finite subset X Ă M
of cardinality n and enumerate its points x1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xn . Let 2k´1 ă n ď 2k . As we have
already mentioned, there exists λ, depending on s0 and ε ą 0 satisfying ORps0 q “ s0 ´ ε, such
that all snakes in pM, T q have elongation at most λ. Consider N “ N pD, s0 , λ, q from the claim
of Lemma 3.7. Let us show that
lT pXq “ dpx1 , x2 q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dpxn´1 , xn q ă N lopt pY qk.
Denote lopt pXq by L.
Enumerate the distances dpxi , xi`1 q in a non-increasing order: d1 ě d2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě dn´1 . For
any i, i “ 0, . . . , k ´ 1 let Di be the number of distances between L{2i`1 and L{2i , and denote
by Dk the number of distances that are smaller than 2´k L.
Observe that Di ď N 2i for any i. For Dk it is clear because n ă N 2k , and for all other Di it
follows from Lemma 3.7. Hence, the sum of numbers in each group is not greater than N L, and
the total sum lT pXq is not greater than N Lk “ N lopt pXqrlog2 pnqs.
3.3. Examples of orders with finite order breakpoint. Consider some order T on X “ Rd and
suppose that we want to prove that ORX,T pkq “ Oplogpkqq. From Theorem 3.2 it follows that its
enough to find s such that ORpsq ă s, i.e. such that the elongations of snakes on s ` 1 points in
pX, T q are bounded.
Here we give an example of a simple order with this property, and together with Theorem 3.2
this will give us an alternative proof that ORRd “ Oplog kq.
From Lemma 2.5 it follows that it is enough to provide an order on a unit cube K “ r0; 1qd . For
each point x “ px1 , . . . , xd q P K we construct an infinite binary sequence a0 a1 . . . as follows:
for any i P p1, 2, . . . , dq and j P p0, 1, . . . q we put
ajd`i “ the j-th digit in the binary representation of xi .
Let T be the lexicographical order on the corresponding sequences.
?
Lemma 3.8. In pK, T q there are no snakes on 2d`1 ` 1 points with elongation greater than 8 d.
Proof. For any j the cube K is divided into 2jd cubes of sizes 2´j ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ 2´j , we call these
cubes the base cubes of level j. Note that each base cube is convex with respect to T .
?
Suppose s ą 2d`1 and there is a snake x1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xs of width b and diameter a ą 8 db.
Find k such that 2´k´1 ď b ă 2´k . Points of the snake with odd indices can be covered by no
more than 2d base cubes of level k, the same holds for the points with even indices.
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By the pigeon hole principle there are two points of the snake with odd indices in one base
cube A of level k.
? This means that there must be a point with even index in the same cube A, but
since a ´ 2b ą d2´k , none among the cubes of level k can contain both odd points and even
points.

We will see later in the second claim of Lemma 4.7 that the constant in Lemma 3.8 above
is far from being optimal, indeed the number of the points of snakes of large elongation, under
assumption of Lemma 3.8 is at most linear in d.
4. S PACES OF FINITE A SSOUAD -NAGATA DIMENSION
We have already mentioned that the spaces with doubling admit orders with at most logarithmic order ratio function ORM,T pkq, and that among finitely generated groups only groups
of polynomial growth (virtually nilpotent ones) satisfy the doubling property. In this section
we are going to show that any space of finite Assouad-Nagata dimension admits an order with
ORpkq ď Const ln k and provide an upper bound for the order breakpoint. We have mentioned
that any group of polynomial growth and many groups of exponential growth have finite AssouadNagata dimension (wreath products with a base group of linear growth [9], Coxeter groups [13],
relatively hyperbolic groups [29], polycyclic groups [25]; see also further classes of groups mentioned in the introduction).
Assouad-Nagata dimension can be viewed as a (more strong, linearly controlled) version of the
notion of asymptotic dimension introduced later by Gromov in [22].
Definition 4.1. Assouad-Nagata dimension of a metric space M is defined as follows. Let M be
a metric space, let m be a positive integer and K ą 0. Suppose that for all r ą 0 there is a family
Ur of subsets, such that their union is equal to M and such that the following holds
(1) The diameter of any set A P Ur is at most Kr.
(2) Any ball of radius ď r is contained in some set of Ur .
(3) Any point of M belongs to at most m ` 1 sets of Ur .
We say in this case that Assouad-Nagata dimension of M is at most m. To shorten the notation,
we will also call Assouad-Nagata dimension AN -dimension.
If we weaken our assumption on the covering, and instead of Property p1q require that there
exists some bound (not necessarily linear) for diameters of sets A P Ur in terms of r, we obtain a
definition of spaces of finite asymptotic dimension. Such upper bound for the diameters of A P Ur
(in definition of AN -dimension, this bound is ď Kr) is called m-dimension control function.
Definition 4.2 (Equivalent definition of AN -dimension). Let M be a metric space. Let us say
that M has AN -dimension at most m if the following holds. There exists K ą 0 such that for
any r there exists a partition Wr of the space M such that all sets from Wr have diameters at most
Kr, and any ball of radius r, centered at some point x P M , intersects at most m ` 1 sets from
Wr .
For convenience of the reader we explain why the definitions are equivalent (with an appropriate choice K for each of them).
Proof. Suppose that M has AN -dimension at most d with respect to the first definition. To explain
the claim of the second definition, consider a covering Ur in the first definition of Assouad-Nagata
dimension. For any subset A from Ur , replace this subset by a set A1 , which we obtain from A by
removing the open) r-neighborhood of its complement.
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To prove that the union of A1 is equal to M observe the following. For any point x choose and
fix a subset A from Ur containing a ball of radius r, centered at x. We consider the corresponding
A1 . Since for any x we have a set A1 containing x, we conclude that A1 cover M .
Now observe that if a ball of radius r centered at y intersects some A1 , then y belongs to A.
This implies that any ball or radius r intersects at most m ` 1 among subsets A1 . Finally, observe
that we can ensure that the sets are disjoint, replacing the sets by appropriate subsets.
Now observe that if M admits a partition satisfying the claim of Definition 4.2, then we can
consider open r-neighborhoods of the sets of the partition in this definition. Let K be a constant
from Definition 4.2. It is clear that the obtained sets satisfy the assumption of Definition 4.1 for
the same r and the constant of the m-dimensional control function in the sense of this definition
K 1 “ K ` 1.

As an example of a space of finite Assouad-Nagata dimension recall the example of [9] which
shows that Assouad-Nagata dimension of Z o Z{2Z is one.
ř We recall that the wreath
ř product A o B
of groups A and B is a semi-direct product of A and A B, where A acts on A B by shifts.
Elements of the wreath product are pairs pa, f q, where a P A and f : A Ñ B is a function with
f pxq “ eB for all but finitely many x P A. We consider a standard generating set of A o B, which
corresponds
to the union of SA , and SB , where SAřĂ A Ă A o B and SB Ă B is imbedded to
ř
B
Ă
A
o
B by sending B to the copy of B in A B indexed by eA . In the example below
A
we consider the word metric on the Cayley graph with respect to this standard generating set
(edges are not included). The argument [9] uses the fact that the kernel of the map to Z is zerodimensional, and then uses a Hurewicz type theorem for AN -dimension for group extensions. In
the example below we describe explicitly partitions of the an infinite wreath product, as well as
of a sequence of finite wreath products. These partitions uniformly satisfy the assumption of the
Definition 4.2 and show that the spaces have AN -dimension equal to one.
Example 4.3. [Partitions of wreath products]
(1) For each r ą 0 there exists a partition Ar of G “ Z o Z{2Z such that diameter of every
set A P A is at most 6r and any ball of radius r{2 intersects at most 2 sets.
(2) For each r ą 0 there exists a partition Air of G “ Z{iZ o Z{2Z such that diameter of
every set A P A is at most 9r and any ball of radius r{2 intersects at most 2 sets.
Proof. (1) The proof is reminiscent of a possible argument to show that asymptotic dimension, as
well as AN -dimension of a free group, is 1 (see e.g. Proposition 9.8 in [43]).
We partition Z into disjoint intervals of length r and call the corresponding subset tpx, f q|kr ď
x ă pk ` 1qru the layer Lk . It is clear that if x P Lk and y P Lm and m ´ k ě 2 then the
distance between px, f q and py, gq is ě r. Now we subdivide each layer Lk into sets, saying
that px, f q and py, gq (kr ď x, y ă pk ` 1qr) are in the same set if f pzq “ gpzq for any z R
rrk ´ r{2, pr ` 1qk ` r{2s. Observe that if px, f q and py, gq are in the same layer but not in the
same set, then the distance between them is ě r since, starting from a point inside rkr, pk ` 1qrs
one needs to switch the value of the function at (at least) one point of Z which is either ď kr ´ r{2
or ě pk ` 1qr ` r{2. Observe also that diameter of any set is at most 6r, since to go from
px, f q to any point py, gq in the same set it is sufficient to start in x, end at y, visit all points of
rkr ´ r{2, pk ` 1qr ` r{2s (since the length of this interval is 2r, and hence 4r steps suffices) and
make at most 2r switches.
(2) Similarly one can construct a partition of a finite wreath product Z{iZ o Z{2Z. If r ě i, we
consider the partition consisting of one set. Now we assume that r ă i. We subdivide Z{iZ into
several intervals of length r and possibly one interval of length ě r and ă 2r. Each layer Lk
corresponding to an interval rIk , Jk s is subdivided into sets, saying that px, f q and py, gq are in
the same set if f and g coincide on the complement of the interval rIk ´ r{2, Jk ` r{2s. As before,
distinct sets of the same layer are at distance at least r and the sets of the layers Lk and Lm , for
k ´ m ě 2 are at distance at least r. The diameter of each set is at most 3r ` 6r.

We will return to (2) of the example above in the next section, when we discuss the relation
between infinite Br and spectral properties of a sequence of graphs. In that context we will discuss
an order, provided by Thm 4.4 for a disjoint union of graphs from (2) of Example 4.3.
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Theorem 4.4. If M is a metric space of finite Assouad-Nagata dimension m with m-dimension
control function at most Kr, then there exist an order T on M such that
(1) For all k ě 2 it holds ORM,T pkq ď C ln k, where a positive constant C can be chosen
depending on m and K only.
(2) BrpM, T q ď 2m ` 2. Moreover, the elongations of snakes in pM, T q on 2m ` 3 points
are bounded by some constant depending on m and K only.
In view of Lemma 2.5 it is sufficient to prove the statement of Theorem 4.4 for finite metric
spaces. In the lemmas below we will make a more general assumption that M is uniformly
discrete. We recall that this means that there exists c ą 0 such that for all x ‰ y it holds
dpx, yq ě c.
Definition 4.5 (AN -filtrations). Given a metric space M , we say that a sequence of its partitions
Vj , j P Z is AN -filtration with coefficients m, λ, D, δ, if
(1) Diameter of any set in A P Vj is at most λj D.
(2) For any x P M the ball Bpx, λj δq can be covered by a union of m ` 1 sets from Vj .
(3) If A P Vj and B P Vj 1 , j ă j 1 , then either the intersection A X B is empty, or A Ď B.
In the definition above we assume that m P Zě0 , λ, D, δ P R` and λ ą 1.
In the definition above j takes all integer values. Observe that if the metric space M is uniformly discrete, then for all sufficiently large j the sets in V´j are one-point sets.
Lemma 4.6. Let M be an uniformly discrete metric space. Assume that Assouad-Nagata dimension of M is at most m and that M satisfies Definition 4.2 with a linear constant of m-dimensional
control function at most K. Then M admits an AN -filtration with parameters m, λ “ 4K, δ “ 21 ,
D “ 2K.
Proof. Since our space is uniformly discrete, there exists c ą 0 such that for any x1 , x2 in M it
holds dpx1 , x2 q ě c. Observe that the constant K in the definition of Assouad-Nagata dimension
satisfies K ě 1, and in particular λ “ 4K ě 4 ą 1. Take the maximal k0 P Z such that
2Kλk0 ă c. For all integers k ď k0 define Vj to be a partition of M into one-point sets. Observe
that properties p1q, p2q, p3q in the definition of AN -filtration are verified for j, j 1 ď k0 .
Now suppose that we have already constructed Vj for all j ď k, k P Z, such that the properties
of AN -filtration are verified for all j, j 1 ď k. Now we explain how to construct Vk`1 such that
the properties of AN -filtration are verified for all j, j 1 ď k ` 1.
Each set from Vk`1 will be a union of some sets from Vk .
By our assumption on M , we know that for any r there exists a partition Wr of M (into disjoint
sets) such that
1. The diameters of the sets from Wr are at most Kr.
2. Any ball of radius r, centered at some point x P M , intersects at most m ` 1 sets from Wr .
Consider r “ λk`1 and the partition Wr . We will group sets from Vk together using this partition.
For any set from Wr there will be one corresponding set in Vk`1 . For any set A in Vk we choose
one of the subsets of Wr with a non-empty intersection with A, we denote this subset by f pAq.
To give an idea of the size of sets A P Vk , we mention that by induction hypothesis the diameter
of A is at most 2Kp4Kqk “ r{2.
Now define subsets of Vk`1 as the union of subsets A of Vk with the same associated subset
f pAq (of Wr ). Since subsets of Vk are disjoint, it is clear that subsets of Vk`1 are also disjoint.
It is also clear that for any subset A P Vk`1 and any subset B P Vj , with j ď k, either B is
contained in A or they have empty intersection.
Now we also observe that there is an upper bound on diameters of all subsets A P Vk`1 ,
that guarantees that the Property (1) in the definition of AN -filtration is verified with parameters
D “ 2K, λ “ 4K.
sup diampAq ď
APVk`1

sup
APWλk`1

diampAq ` 2 sup diampAq ď Kλk`1 ` 2Kλk ď 2Kλk`1 .
APVk

Finally, observe that any ball of radius λk`1 intersects at most m ` 1 subsets of Wr , and hence
any ball of radius λk`1 ´ supAPVk intersects at most m ` 1 subsets of Vk`1 .
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we can conclude that any ball of radius 21 λk`1 intersects at most m ` 1 subsets of Vk`1 . Hence
Property (2) on the definition of AN -filtration is satisfied with parameters λ “ 4K and δ “ 1{2.

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that a metric space M admits an AN -filtration pVj q with coefficients m,
λ, D, δ, and for some order T all the subsets from this AN -filtration are convex with respect to
this order T . Then
(1) ORM,T pkq ď C ln k, where C is a constant depending on m, λ, D and δ.
(2) Elongations of snakes on 2m ` 3 points are bounded by some constant C 1 , depending on
m, λ, D and δ.
Proof. Consider a finite subset X Ă M , of cardinality N ` 1 and enumerate its points
x1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xN `1 .
Denote by L the length lopt pXq of a shortest path visiting all points of X. Consider some
´j
j P Z. Observe that the set X can be partitioned into at most λ δ L ` 1 subsets (”parts”) of
diameter at most λj δ.
In view of Property p2q in the definition of AN -filtration, each of these sets can be covered by
union of some m ` 1 sets from Vj . We can therefore conclude that X can be covered by at most
´j
pm ` 1qp λ δ L ` 1q sets from Vj .
Observe that if A P Vj , xi P A, and dpxi , xi`1 q ą λj D, then xi`1 R A. Since A is convex
with respect to T , all points xi1 , i1 ą i, do not belong to A. Therefore the number of indices i
such that dpxi , xi`1 q ą λj D is not greater than the total number of parts, that is, not greater than
´j
pm ` 1qp λ δ L ` 1q.
Consider n and l such that λn´1 ă N ` 1 ď λn , λl´1 ă L ď λl .
Let D0 be the number of indices i such that λ´1 L ă dpxi , xi`1 q ď L. Let D1 be the number
of indices i such that λ´2 L ă dpxi , xi`1 q ď λ´1 L, and so on until Dn´1 . Finally, we define Dn
as the number of indices i for which dpxi , xi`1 q ď λ´n L.
The total length of the path with respect to our order T can be estimated as
lT pXq “

N
ÿ
i“1

dpxi , xi`1 q ď L ¨

n
ÿ

Dk λ´k .

k“0

For any k ă n, Dk is not greater than the number of indices i such that dpxi , xi`1 q ą Lλ´k´1 .
We have Lλ´k´1 ą λl´k´2 ą λl´k´rlogλ Ds´3 D. Hence, we can estimate Dk as
ˆ ´pl´k´rlog Ds´3q
˙
ˆ k`rlog Ds`3
˙
λ
λ
λ
L
λ
Dk ď pm ` 1q
` 1 ď pm ` 1q
`1 ;
δ
δ
Dk λ´k ď pm ` 1qpλrlogλ D`3s {δ ` 1q.
Note that this number does not depend on k. We also estimate Dn λ´n as pN ` 1qλ´n ď 1.
Finally,
lT pXq ď Lpn ` 1qpm ` 1qpλrlogλ D`3s {δ ` 1q.
The first claim of the lemma follows with C “ 2p ln1λ ` 1qpm ` 1qpλrlogλ D`3s {δ ` 1q.
To prove the second claim, consider in pM, T q a snake with diameter a and width b. Let k be
such that δλk´1 ă b ď δλk . Consider all points with odd indices of this snake. Since they form
a set of diameter at most δλk , by the definition of AN -filtration this set can be covered by m ` 1
subsets of Vk . With the same argument we know the analogous fact about all even points of our
snake.
Since b ą δλk´1 , we know the following. If the elongation a{b of the snake is larger than
D
λ δ ` 2, then a ´ 2b ą Dλk and no two points of the snake with different parity belong to the
same set from Vk . In this case any of 2m ` 2 covering sets from Vk contains at most 1 point of
the snake. Hence, elongations of snakes on 2m ` 3 points are bounded by λp D

δ ` 2q.
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Now we have all the ingredients to prove Theorem 4.4. As we mentioned above, we can
assume that the metric space M is uniformly discrete. From Lemma 4.6 it follows that M admits
an AN -filtration with parameters depending only on the m-dimensional control function. Lemma
2.6 implies that for some order T all the sets from this family are convex with respect to T , and
Lemma 4.7 gives us needed bounds on ORM,T and elongations of snakes on 2m ` 3 points in
pM, T q.
4.1. Product of two binary trees. In this subsection we will illustrate Theorem 4.4 by giving an
explicit example of an order on a product of two trees. We encode vertices of an infinite binary
tree M by finite binary words ui P t0, 1u˚ , the empty word is denoted by ε. Points of the product
P of two binary trees M1 and M2 can be coded by pairs of finite binary words pu1 , u2 q. The
distance between points pu1 , u2 q and pu3 , u4 q in P is defined as maxpdM1 pu1 , u3 q, dM2 pu2 , u4 qq.
For given r consider the following partition Wr of M . Points u and v of M belong to the same
set A P Wr if and only if for some non-negative integer k it holds kr ď |u|, |v| ă pk ` 1qr and
the largest common prefix of u and v has length ě pk ´ 1{2qr. Here by |x| we denote the length
of a word x, i.e. the distance to the root in M .
This is a well-known construction of a partition of a metric tree with 1-dimension control function 6r, in the sense of Definition 4.2 (we referred already to this result in the proof of Example
4.3). If we take partitions Wr for all integer powers of 2, we obtain an AN -filtration Vk of M
with parameters λ “ 2, m “ 1, D “ 3 and δ “ 1{2.
We obtain an AN -filtration on P with parameters λ “ 2, m “ 3, D “ 3, δ “ 1{2 if for each
k we take the partition Wk “ tA ˆ B|A, B P Vk u. (Note that AN -dimension of P is 2, hence
from Lemma 4.6 there exists an AN -filtration of P with m “ 2, but explicit description of sets of
the partitions for such filtrations would require extra work.
Now we can describe an order T on P for which all sets of Wk are convex and consequently
ORP,T pkq is logarithmic in k by Lemma 4.7.
l
s2k`1 ´ 2k , 0q. We
For integers l ě 0 and k ą 0 we use notation f pl, kq “ maxpr 2k`1
also denote use notation f pl, 0q “ l. For a point x “ pu1 , u2 q P P we construct the following
sequence of finite words pvi pxqq. For any k, let v2k pxq be the prefix of u1 of length f p|u1 |, kq and
let v2k`1 pxq be the prefix of u2 of length f p|u2 |, kq. Here |u| denotes the length of the word u. It
is clear that for x “ pu1 , u2 q we have v0 pxq “ u1 , v1 pxq “ u2 , and vk pxq “ ε for all large enough
k. Hence for any two points x1 , x2 P P , x1 ‰ x2 the sequences pvi px1 qq and pvi px2 qq are distinct
but coincide at all put finitely many positions. Finally, we put x1 ăT x2 if vi px1 q ălex vi px2 q
and i is the largest integer such that vi px1 q ‰ vi px2 q.
5. W EAK EXPANSION AND INFINITE ORDER BREAKPOINT
Given a sequence of spaces pMα , Tα q, α P A, we can speak about order ratio function of this
sequence by defining
ORpkq “ sup ORMα ,Tα pkq.
α

Then we can also speak about order breakpoint of a sequence, considering minimal k such that
ORpkq ă k.
Ť
Another way to formulate the definitions above is to consider a disjoint union M “ Mα . We
have already mentioned in section 2 that one can define the function OR for metric spaces with
infinite distance allowed by considering only subsets with finite pairwise distances. In this case
OR and Br of the sequence are equal to ORM and BrpM q.
Given a finite d-regular graph Γ on n vertices, we consider its adjacency matrix A, and eigenvalues
d “ λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn .
It clear that λ̃i “ λi {d are eigenvalues of the normalized adjacency matrix, which is a matrix
of transition probabilities of the simple random walk
? on Γ. We recall that a connected d-regular
graph is a Ramanujan graph if maxi:|λi |ăd λi ď 2 d ´ 1.
Gorodezky et al show in [19] (see also Theorem 2 in Bhalgat, Chakrabarty and Khanna [6])
the existence of a sequence of bounded degree graphs Γi which have linear lower bound, in terms
of cardinality of subsets, for the competitive ratio of the universal travelling salesman problem.
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In our terminology, they have provided a linear lower bound for the order ratio function of the
sequence Γi . Both [19] and [6] use a remarkable construction of Ramanujan graphs (constructed
by Lubotzky, Philips and Sarnak [35], see also [37]).
Now we prove that for linearity of competitive ratio in k, and moreover for an a priori stronger
claim that order breakpoint is infinite, a milder assumption than Ramanujan condition for graphs
is sufficient.
Since we consider a sequence of graph in the theorem below, we use the name of the graph as
an upper index for λ, denoting λΓj i the eigenvalue λj of Γi .
Theorem 5.1. Let Γi be a sequence of finite graphs of degree di ě 3 on ni vertices. Let Ti be an
order on Γi .
(1) Let δi “ pλΓ1 i ´ λΓ2 i q{di . Assume that
˙
ˆ
logdi ni
.
1{δi “ o
ln logdi ni
Then the order breakpoint of the sequence pΓi , Ti q is infinite.
(2) Moreover, for any k ě 1 any ordered graph pΓi , Ti q admits snakes on k points of width
at most
24kpln k ` lnp2{δi qq
ti “ r
s
δi
and length at least
„

ln ni ´ 4 ´ 2k lnp2kq ´ 2k lnp2{δi q
Li “
´1
lnpdi ´ 1q
(3) In particular, for a sequence of bounded degree expander graphs the following holds. If
di “ d ě 3 and δ “ inf i δi ą 0, then for each k the graphs pΓi , Ti q admit snakes on k
points of bounded width Ck and of length at least logd´1 ni ´ Ck1 , for some Ck , Ck1 ą 0.
Proof. First observe that we can easily modify our graphs to ensure that the spectrum is non`
negative. Let Γ`
i be a graph obtained from Γi by adding di loops in all vertices of Γi . Then Γi is
a regular graph of degree 2di (we use convention that each loop contributes one edge to its vertex).
Observe that it is sufficient to prove that order breakpoint of a sequence Γ`
i is infinite. We will also
prove other claims of the theorem under assumption that the spectrum is non-negative, and then
Γ`

Γ`

Γ`

the general case will follow. Let λ1 i “ 2di ě λ2 i ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λni be eigenvalues of the adjacency
Γ`

i
matrix of Γ`
“ λΓj i ` d ě 0 for all j. In particular, maxpλ2 , |λn |q “ λ2 .
i . It is clear that λj

Γ`

Γ`

Γ`

Observe also that λ2 i {p2di q “ pdi ` λΓ2 i q{p2di q and that the spectral gap pλ1 i ´ λ2 i q{p2di q is
equal to δi {2.
Below we therefore assume that the graph Γi has non-negative spectrum. Given i, consider Γi
and choose mi starting points in Γi independently with respect to the uniform distribution on the
vertices of Γi . Consider mi trajectories of independent random walks with ti steps, starting in the
chosen starting points. The values mi and ti will be specified later in the text. We will use the
following observation
Claim 5.2. Let T be an order on a graph G. Suppose that we have a partition of G into several
convex sets with respect T (we will call them intervals). Consider several t-step trajectories of
a simple random walk on G, and assume that the distance between starting points of any two
trajectories is at least L. If there are at least k intervals with non-empty intersection with two
among our trajectories, then pG, T q admits a snake on k ` 1 points, of width at most t and length
at least L ´ 2t.
Proof. First observe that the distance between any two trajectories is clearly at most L ´ 2t.
For each among k intervals choose a point Ai from the first trajectory and Bi from the second.
Let A1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT Ak and B1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT Bk be points of these trajectories. Without loss of
generality, A1 ăT B1 . Then we can choose a snake pA1 ăT B1 ăT A2 ăT B3 ăT . . . q on
k ` 1 points that satisfies our Lemma.
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We will use Claim 5.2 above for a fixed number k, G “ Gi and numbers t “ ti and L “ Li , for
appropriately chosen sequence ti and Li . We will explain the proof of (1) and (2) of the theorem,
where for the proof of (1) we take any k ě 1 and fix it for the argument below. And in (2) k is the
number in the formulation of this claim.
We consider the partition of the elements of Γi into Ni sets of equal cardinality (almost equal in
case Ni does not divide ni ), convex with respect to the order Ti . The numbers Ni will be specified
later. In other words, we number the points of Γi with respect to Ti : g1 ďTi g2 ďTi ¨ ¨ ¨ ďTi gni ;
put ri “ rni {Ni s and consider sets Ωi1 “ tg1 , g2 , . . . gri u, Ωi2 “ tgri `1 , gri `2 , . . . g2ri u, Ωi3 “
tg2ri `1 , g2ri `2 , . . . , g3ri u etc.
Before we apply Claim 5.2 and specify a sequence mi of numbers of the trajectories, we start
with a straightforward observation. If we choose independently m points, with respect to uniform
distribution on vertices of a graph of cardinality n, of degree d, then the probability that for at
least two among the chosen points the distance is ď L is at most
(1)

m2 dpd ´ 1qL
.
pd ´ 2qn

Indeed, the number of points at distance L from a given point is at most 1 ` d ` dpd ´ 1q `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` dpd ´ 1qL´1 , and there are m2 possible pairs of points chosen among m points.
We want to choose mi and Li in such a way that
(2)

m2i di pdi ´ 1qLi
pdi ´ 2qni

is small enough. In view of the upper bound (1) on the distance between a pair of points among
m points chosen at random in a graph of degree d, under this assumption we will have a lower
bound for the probability that the maximum of pairwise distance between mi starting points of
trajectories (in Γi ) will be at least Li . In order to use Claim 5.2, to find snakes of arbitrarily large
elongation (and thus to prove (1) of the theorem) we need
Li ´ 2ti
Ñ 8.
ti
We will need another condition, to estimate the number of intervals a trajectory intersects.
We put
(3)

k
mi “ CN
` 1.
i

k
Since mi ą CN
, if each of the trajectories intersects at least k convex intervals, then there exist
i
two among our mi trajectories and k among our Ni intervals with non-empty intersection with
both of these trajectories.
The probability Pi that one of our mi trajectories intersects less than k intervals satisfies

(4)

k
Pi ď mi CN
pβi ` αi qti ,
i

for βi “ k{Ni being the density of a set which is the union of k convex intervals and αi “
λΓ2 i {di “ 1 ´ δi (since we assume that the spectrum is non-negative). Indeed, for each among
our mi trajectories (with starting points chosen according to a uniform distribution on the vertices
of Γi ) and fixed k among our convex intervals, the probability to stay inside the union of these
intervals is at most
(5)

pβi ` αi qti ,

as follows from [28][Thm 3.6]. This result, that goes back to [1], states the following. Let G
be a d-regular graph on n vertices and spectral values of the normalized adjacency matrix satisfy
|λ̃2 |, |λ̃n | ď α. Let B be a subset of vertices of G of cardinality ď βn. Then the probability
that a t step trajectory of a random walk, starting at a point chosen with respect to the uniform
distribution on G, stays inside B is at most pα ` βqt . As we have already mentioned, for the
proof of the Theorem we can assume that the spectrum of Γi is non-negative, so that in this case
max |λΓ2 i |, |λΓnii | “ δi .
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We return to the proof of the theorem. To get a desired bound, we choose βi of the same order
as 1 ´ αi , putting βi “ k{Ni “ δi {2. More precisely, to ensure that Ni is an integer, we choose
Ni “ r2k{δi s.

(6)

Then, since we can assume that k ě 2 and hence Ni ě 4, it holds
k
k
k
Pi ď pCN
` 1qCN
pβi ` αi qti ď 2pCr2k{δ
q2 p1 ´ δi {2qti ď 2pp2k{δi qk q2 expp´δi ti {2q “
i
i
is

“ 2p2k{δi q2k expp´δi ti {2q,

(7)

since p1 ´ 1{xqx ď e´1 for any x ą 1.
Take the logarithm of the previous expression. We want to choose ti in such a way that
(8)

δi ti {2 ´ 2kpln k ` lnp1{δi q ` ln 2q ´ ln 2 ě 1,

this guarantees that the probability Pi that one of the trajectories intersects less than k intervals is
at most expp´1q. In particular, we can take
12kpln k ` lnp1{δi qq
s.
δi
We rewrite the upper bound in the formula (1) for the probability, that two among our mi
trajectories are at distance smaller than Li . We take in account the choice of mi in the formula
(2), the choice of Ni in the formula (6) and the estimate m2i ď 2p2k{δi q2k . We also want to
assume that the obtained upper bound satisfies
ti “ r

(9)

Qi “ 2p2k{δi q2k

(10)

di pdi ´ 1qLi
ď e´1 .
pdi ´ 2qni

Since 2e´1 ă 1, the inequality (10) on Qi combined with our assumption on Pi guarantees
that our argument, with probability ě 1 ´ 2e´1 , provides us snakes of width at most ti and of
diameter at least Li in the ordered space pΓi , Ti q.
We take the logarithm of the expression in the formula (10) and use that lnpdi {pdi ´ 2qq ď
ln 3 ď 2. We introduce the notation wi “ Li {ti , and we want therefore that ti and wi satisfy
(11)

2k plnp2kq ` lnp1{δi qq ` ti wi lnpdi ´ 1q ď ln ni ´ 4

In order to have the inequality above, to assure that Li is an integer and that we have snakes of
length Li , we can take wi such that
(12)

wi “

1
ti

„


ln ni ´ 4 ´ 2k lnp2kq ´ 2k lnp1{δi q
.
lnpdi ´ 1q

Thus for ordered graphs with positive spectrum we have shown existence of snake of width
ti “ r

12kpln k ` lnp1{δi qq
s
δi

and of length at least
„


ln ni ´ 4 ´ 2k lnp2kq ´ 2k lnp1{δi q
Li “
´ 1.
lnpdi ´ 1q
As we have mentioned it is easy to modify the graph to ensure that the spectrum is positive. Since
by this modification δi is replaced by δi {2, di by 2di and cardinality of the balls in Γi does not
change, this implies Claim (2) of the theorem for a general graph.
In particular, if we have a sequence of expander graphs of fixed degree, then 1{δi is bounded
from above, hence there exist snakes of width at most C and of length greater or equal to logd´1 ni ´
C 1 , where constants C 1 and C 1 depends on k and the spectral gap δ ą 0, δ “ inf i δi . We have
proved the third claim.
To prove Claim (1) of the theorem, we want to guarantee that the elongation of snakes tends to
8, and thus we need to ensure that wi Ñ 8, as i Ñ 8. This will follow from conditions
(13)

ti lnpdi ´ 1q “ opln ni q
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and
1 ` k lnp1{δi q “ opln ni q.

(14)

The assumption of Claim (1) of the theorem implies that 1{δi “ opln ni q and hence (14) holds.
Since we can take ti as in (9), to ensure (13) it is enough to show that
ˆ
˙
lnp1{δi q
ln ni
(15)
“o
.
δi
lnpdi ´ 1q
The assumption of (1) of the Theorem implies that logdi ni tends to infinity; and that then
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
logdi ni
logdi ´1 ni
(16)
1{δi “ o
“o
,
ln logdi ni
ln logdi ´1 ni
then
ˆ
1{δi lnp1{δi q “ o

(17)

logdi ´1 ni
ln logdi ´1 ni

˙
`

˘
ln logdi ´1 ni ´ ln ln logdi ´1 ni “ oplogdi ´1 ni q,

and hence (15) holds, and we have proved the first claim of the theorem.



Trajectories of random walks, for obtaining lower bound of the universal travelling salesman
problem, appear in [19] (one trajectory) and in [6] (two trajectories). In the proof of Theorem 5.1
we consider several trajectories and an essential point of our argument is appropriate subdivision
of Γi into convex intervals.
Remark 5.3. Recall that a discrete version of Cheeger’s inequality (see e.g. [28][Thm 2.4]) relates
the expansion coefficient hpΓq of a d-regular finite graph with its spectral gap:
a
d ´ λ2
ď hpGq ď 2dpd ´ λ2 q.
2
In particular, the assumption of Thm 5.1 is verified for a sequence of graphs of fixed degree
satisfying
ˆ
˙
1
ln ni
“o
.
hpGi q2
ln ln ni
Remark 5.4. Proposition 9.5 of Hume, MacKay, Tessera [30] implies that a union X of bounded
degree graphs of finite AN - dimension Γi and the Poincaré profile of X satisfies for some C
Λ2X p|Γi |q ď

C|Γi |
` C.
log |Γi |

Here Proposition 9.5 is applied to X being a disjoint union of graphs, δ “ 1, and one uses the
estimation γn ptq ď dKt , which holds for graphs of degree d and n-dimensional control function
Kt. From Proposition 1.2 for p “ 2 in Bourdon [8] it follows that Λ2X p|Γi |q ě |Γi |h2 pΓi q „
1

2
|Γi |λ1,2
pΓi q. In notation of Theorem 5.1 this means if a sequence of bounded degree graphs has
finite AN -dimension, then δi ď Constp1{ ln ni q2 for all i and some constant Const. In other
words, if 1{δi “ opln ni q2 , then AN -dimension of this sequence is infinite. We are grateful to
David Hume for explanations on [30] and [8].

Remark 5.5 (Wreath products, lamplighter on cyclic groups). Let Γi be a Cayley graph of Z{iZ o
Z{2Z, with respect to standard generators of this group. Then δi is asymptotically equivalent to
1{i2 , and thus is equivalent to 1{ lnpni q2 (in fact, in this particular example all spectral values and
the spectral measure for SWS random walk are calculated, see Grigorchuk, Leemann, Nagnibeda,
Theorem 5.1 of [18] for calculation of spectrum and spectral measure of de Bruijn graphs and
Theorem 6.1.3 for explanation that lamplighter graphs are particular case of de Bruijn graphs).
Thus 1{δi is equivalent to pln ni q2 . Recall that the AN -dimension of the disjoint union of Z{iZ o
Z{2Z is finite (see Example 4.3 in the previous section). Thus by Theorem 4.4 we know that Br
of this union is finite, and Claim (1) of Thm 5.1 does not hold.
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More generally, any non-trivial sequence of finite lamplighter graphs (and also many other
sequence of wreath products) violates the assumption of Thm 5.1, as we discuss in the following
remark. However, in contrast with graphs from the previous remark, many such sequences satisfy
Claim (1) of the theorem. We will see it in the next section, as an application of the criterion of
weak imbeddings of cubes.
Remark 5.6. There exists C ą 0 such that for any finite group A, of cardinality at least 2, the
spectral gap of A o Z{2Z satisfies
(18)

1{δ ě C ln n,

where n is the cardinality of A o Z{2Z. (It is clear n “ #A2#A q. This follows from the result of
Peres and Revelle ([41]). Their result, under a more general assumption on the Markov chain on
the wreath product (including simple random walks) states that
1
trel pA o Z{2Zq ě
thit pAq,
8 ln 2
where relaxation time
1
trel “
maxj:λ̃j ă1 p1 ´ |λj {d|q
(in particular for random walks with non-negative spectrum trel “ 1{p1 ´ λ2 {dq) and thit pAq is
the maximal hitting time of a random walk on A, that is the maximum, over x, y in the graph
of the expected time to hit y starting from x. Recall that for a simple random walk on a finite
graph Γ, hitting time is ě #Γ{2. Indeed, if we fix x P Γ,řconsider Ty to be the time of the
first visit of y; then for any trajectory p starting at x we have yPΓ Ty ě #Γp#Γ ´ 1q{2, hence
ř
yPΓztxu Ex Ty ě #Γp#Γ ´ 1q{2. (Another result of [41] also implies that for fixed d ě 3
A “ pZ{iZqd there is a matching upper bound for 1{δ ď Const ln n).
Moreover, for many wreath products A o B the inequality (18) holds, as can be deduced from
[33][Thm 1.3]).
Remark 5.7. In claim (3) of Theorem 5.1 we prove d a logarithmic lower bound lnd´1 ni ´ Ck
for the length of some snakes on k points in Γi . These estimates can not be significantly improved
in some graphs, since this length can not be greater than the diameter: recall that for any d ě 3
and any ε ą 0 the diameter of a.e. random d-regular graph on n vertices is at most D, where D is
the smallest integer satisfying pd ´ 1qD ě p2 ` εqdn ln n (see [7]), in particular the diameter is
close to the straightforward lower bound for the diameter (in terms of n and d) D “ logd´1 np1 `
op1qq. It is known that random d-regular graphs form a sequence of expander graphs, close to
being Ramanujan [15]. For possible Cayley graph examples with diameter close to logd´1 n
see [42][Section 4.1], who provide a numerical evidence that the diameter of SLp2, Z{pZq, with
respect to a random generating set on d generators is close to lnd´1 n, as p Ñ 8.
Given a graph Γ and an integer l ě 1, denote by ScpΓ, lq a graph obtained from Γ by replacing
an edge by a chain of l edges. We will be interested in the metric on the vertices of such graphs,
and therefore to make in a regular graph we can add loops for all new vertices, so that if Γ is a
regular graph of degree d, then the scaled graph ScpΓ, lq is also regular of degree d.
Remark 5.8. Let li ě 1 be a sequence of integer numbers. Observe that if Br is infinite for a
sequence of graphs Γi , it is also infinite for the sequence ScpΓi , li q. In particular, it impossible to
obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for Br “ 8 in terms of δi , ni and di . Indeed, consider
a sequence of expander graphs Γi and choose li to grow rapidly. We can obtain a sequence of
graphs ScpΓi , li q with very quick decay of normalized spectral gap δi , but Br “ 8.
Remark 5.9. On the other hand, take any sequence of graphs Γi and choose li to grow very slow.
We obtain a sequence of graphs Γ1i “ ScpΓi , li q with δi which tends to zero arbitrarily slow. It is
not difficult to check that, whatever Γi we take and whatever li tending to 8, the obtained graphs
Γ1i admit orders Ti (a version of Star orders) such that the sequence pΓ1i , Ti q does not contain
snakes of bounded width. Thus, the assumption in (3) of the Theorem can not be weakened:
no other condition on the decay of δi (unless δi is bounded away from zero) can guarantee the
existence of a sequence of snakes of bounded width.
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6. W EAK IMBEDDINGS OF CUBES AND INFINITE ORDER BREAKPOINT
In the previous section we have seen a spectral condition for a sequence of graphs that guarantees that order breakpoint is infinite. In this section we prove another sufficient condition (for
spaces or sequences of spaces) in terms of weak imbeddings of cubes.
The following lemma generalizes the claim of Lemma 2.3 about circles. We denote by S d a
unit d-sphere in Rd`1 , the metrics on S d is the Euclidean metric induced from Rd`1 .
Lemma 6.1 (Snakes in the spheres). Let ε ą 0 and let X be a ε-net of the Euclidean sphere
S d . Let T be any order on X. Then there exist two antipodal points x and x9 and a snake
px1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xd`2 q, xi P X for 1 ď i ď d ` 2, such that the following holds: dpxi , xq ď ε if i
is odd, dpxi , xq
9 ď ε if i is even.
In particular, the diameter of this snake is at least 2 ´ 2ε and width ď 2ε, and
ORS d pd ` 1q “ d ` 1.
Proof. Let x be a point of the sphere, s be a positive integer and r ą 0. Let us say that x is a tail
point with parameters ps, rq, if there exists a snake x1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xs in X such that all points
with odd indexes are at distance at most r from x, and the points with even indexes are at distance
at most r from the point x9 antipodal to x. The union of s of all tail points of parameters ps, rq we
denote by Tails,r .

F IGURE 6.1. A tail point of a snake is presented by a black point.
Fix some positive δ much smaller then ε and define open subsets U0 , . . . , Ud of S d as follows.
- Let U0 be the set of all points at distance greater than δ{2 from Tail2,ε .
- Let U1 be the set of points at distance smaller than δ from Tail2,ε but at distance greater than
δ{2 from Tail3,ε`δ .
- Let U2 be the set of points at distance smaller than δ from Tail3,ε`δ , but at distance greater
than δ{2 from Tail3,ε`2δ , . . .
- Let Ud are points at distance less than δ from Taild`1,ε`pd´1qδ and of distance greater than
δ{2 from Taild`2,ε`dδ .
If some of the sets discussed above are empty, we use the convention that a distance to an
empty set is 8. It is clear that all the subsets Ui are open.
First suppose that U0 , U1 , . . . , Ud do not cover the sphere S d . Consider a point x not belonging
to their union. We observe that the sets Tail2,ε , Tail3,ε`δ , . . . , Taild`2,ε`dδ are at distance no
more then δ{2 from this point x. In particular, the set Taild`2,ε`dδ is not empty. If this happens
for arbitrary small δ, then by a compactness argument there exists a point x P S d and a snake on
d ` 2 points with all the odd points at distance at most ε from x and all the even points at distance
at most ε from x.
9 And the claim of the lemma follows.
For the proof of the lemma it is therefore sufficient to prove that (whatever δ we choose) the
sets U0 , . . . , Ud can not cover the sphere. Suppose that it is not the case: the union of Ui is equal
to S d . We recall that by the Generalized Theorem of Lusternik-Schnirelmann (see e.g. [20]) we
know that
If the union of d ` 1 sets, each of the set is open or closed, covers S d , then for one of these
sets there exists a point x of S d such that both x and the antipodal point x9 belong to this set.
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We apply this theorem for our open sets Ui . We deduce that if our sets U0 ,U1 , . . . , Ud cover
the sphere, then there exists k such that Uk contains a pair of antipodal points.
First assume that k “ 0. Consider x such that both x and x9 belong to U0 . Since X is a ε-net
of the sphere, there exists a point a P X at distance at most ε from x, and there exists a point
9 Observe that if a ăT b, then x P Tail2,ε , and if a ąT b, then
b P X at distance at most ε from x.
x9 P Tail2,ε . We get a contradiction with the definition of the set U0 .
9 Since the distance
Now suppose that for some k ą 0 the set Uk contains both x and x.
from x to Tailk`1,ε`pk´1qδ is at most δ, we know that x P Tailk`1,ε`kδ . We also know that
x9 P Tailk`1,ε`kδ . Therefore, there exist snakes a1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT ak`1 and b1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT bk`1 in
X such that all ai with even indexes i and all bj with odd indexes j are at distance ă ε ` kδ from
x;
9 and all aj with odd indexes j and all bi with even indexes i are at distance ă ε ` kδ from x.
If ak`1 ăT bk`1 , then a1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT ak`1 ăT bk`1 is a snake and we have x P Tailk`2,ε`kδ .
If ak`1 ąT bk`1 , then x9 P Tailk`2,ε`kδ . In both cases we have obtained a contradiction with the
definition of Uk , and we have therefore completed the proof of the lemma.

A more combinatorial version of Lemma 6.1 is given in the Lemma 6.2 below. We recall that
the octahedral triangulation of a d-dimensional Euclidean sphere (centered at 0) S d Ă Rd`1 is
obtained by cutting the sphere by d ` 1 coordinate subspaces of dimension d.
Lemma 6.2. Consider a centrally symmetric triangulation K of the Euclidean sphere S d , and
assume that K is a subdivision of the octahedral triangulation. Let T be an order on vertices of
K. Then there exist two antipodal simplices ∆1 and ∆2 of this triangulation and a snake on d ` 2
points, with odd indexed point being vertices of ∆1 , and even indexed points being vertices of ∆2 .
Proof. Consider a triangulation K 1 , which is the barycentric subdivision of K. By definition,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between vertices of K 1 and simplices of K; two vertices of
K 1 are adjacent if and only if for the two corresponding simplices of K one is a subset of the
other.
Observe that the triangulation K 1 is also symmetric and also is a subdivision of the octahedral
triangulation of S d . Write in each vertex of K 1 an integer in the following way. Let x and x1
be two antipodal vertices of K 1 . Let ∆ and ∆1 be corresponding (antipodal) simplices of K.
Consider maximal s, such that there exists a snake on s points, will all odd indexed vertices in ∆
and all even indexed vertices in ∆1 , or vice versa. Choose one of these snakes. If its first vertex is
in ∆, assign the number s ´ 1 to the point x, and ´ps ´ 1q to the point x1 . Analogously, if its first
vertex is in ∆1 , we assign ´ps ´ 1q to x and s ´ 1 to x1 .
Note that any two such snakes of maximal number of points can not start at opposite simplices.
Indeed, otherwise we have snakes x1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT xs and y1 ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT ys , the points xs and
ys are in opposite simplices ∆ and ∆1 . Since s is the maximal length of snakes, xs ąT ys
(otherwise we can add ys to the first snake). In the same way we show that xs ăT ys and obtain
a contradiction.
If there is a point with assigned number d ` 1 or larger, the claim of the lemma holds. If not,
observe that we can apply Tucker’s Lemma to a half of the sphere. We recall that this lemma (see
e.g. [27][Thm 2.3.1]) claims that if the vertices of a triangulation of the n-ball which is antipodally
symmetric on the boundary are labeled with the set t˘1, ˘2, . . . , ˘nu such that antipodal vertices
on the boundary receive labels which sum to zero then some edge has labels which sum to zero.
Applying this lemma to a hemisphere (of S d ), the triangulation K 1 and the labelling as above, we
conclude that there exist two adjacent vertices of K 1 with two opposite numbers (that is, t and
´t) written in them. Note that this means that there are snakes on the same number of points with
starting points in two antipodal simplices of K. Then at least one of them can be extended for a
snake on the larger number of points. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark 6.3. A statements similar to Lemma 6.2 can be obtained as a particular case of Zig-Zag
theorem from Simonyi, Tardos [46][Sec. 3.3]. Given a topologically t-chromatic graph and an
ordered coloring of its vertices, this theorem provides a sufficient condition for existence of a full
bipartite graph with colors that appear alternating on the two sides of the bipartite subgraph (we
do not recall the definition of a topologically t-chromatic graph and refer to [46] for the exact
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formulation of this result). To study triangulations of spheres one can consider graphs with edges
connecting almost antipodal vertices of the triangulation and obtain a version of Lemma 6.2.
Remark 6.4. Similar constructions influence lower bounds in universal ordered protocols (also
in other problems), see for example Theorem 9 in [11].
In the following definition we consider the l1 metric on cubes.
Definition 6.5. Let us say that a metric space pM, dM q weakly contains arbitrarily large cubes of
dimension d, if there exists a sequence ni , tending to 8 and a sequence of mappings of discrete
cubes fi : r´ni , ni sd Ñ M (that is, a sequence of mappings of integer points of r´ni , ni sd to
M ) such that
minoppfi q
lim
“ 8.
iÑ8 maxnepfi q
Here minoppfi q is the minimal distance dM pfi pxq, fi pxqq,
9 where x, x9 are two antipodal points on
the boundary of r´ni , ni sd , and maxnepfi q is the maximal distance dM pfi px1 q, fi px2 qq, where
x1 and x2 are two neighboring points (points with integer coordinates at l1 -distance one) in the
cube r´ni , ni sd .
We also say that a metric space contains weakly a sequence of arbitrarily large cubes if for all
d ě 1 this space weakly contains arbitrarily large cubes of dimension d.
Now we explain a sufficient condition for ORpkq “ k.
Corollary 6.6. If a metric space M weakly contains arbitrarily large cubes of dimension d, then
for any order T on M it holds
ORM,T pdq “ d.
In particular, if a metric space M weakly contains a sequence of arbitrarily large cubes, then for
any order T on M the order breakpoint of pM, T q is infinite.
Proof. Let T be an order on M . Assume that there exists a sequence ni , tending to 8, and (for
each ni ) a mapping fi of integer points of the boundary of the cube r´ni , ni sd to M , satisfying
minoppfi q
maxnepfi q Ñ 8. We want to prove that pM, T q admits snakes on d ` 1 points of arbitrarily large
elongation.
Take a sufficiently large integer ni and denote the integer points of r´ni , ni sd by Ki . The cube
Ki contains p2ni ` 1qd integer points. The boundary Si of Ki is homeomorphic to a pd ´ 1qdimensional sphere, and p2ni ` 1qd ´ p2ni ´ 1qd integer points of Ki belong to Si . Observe that
Si is subdivided into 2dp2ni qdi unit cubes of dimension d ´ 1, and this is a subdivision of the
(image by homeomorphism of the) octahedral partition of S.
Each of the pd ´ 1q-dimensional unit cubes can be divided into pd ´ 1q! simplices. Hence there
exists a centrally symmetric triangulation of Si (consisting of simplices above) such that vertices
of this triangulation belong to integer points of Ki and all the simplices have diameters d ´ 1.
Consider the pullback T 1 of the order T with respect to the mapping fi . By definition T 1 is
an order on vertices of Si such that x ăT 1 y ðñ fi pxq ăT fi pyq. By Lemma 6.2 we know
that there exists a pair of antipodal simplices ∆1 , ∆2 and a snake px1 , . . . , xd`1 q on d ` 1 points
oscillating between them.
Consider the image in M (under fi ) of this snake. Observe that dM pfi pxk q, fi pxl qq ď pd ´
1qmaxnepfi q for any k, l of the same parity. We assume that ni is large enough, so that
minoppfi q ´ 2pd ´ 1qmaxnepfi q ě 1.
Assume that this assumption guarantees that the image of the points of the snake are distinct
points in M . Indeed, for the consecutive points fi pxk q, fi pxk`1 q the assumption above implies
that dM pfi pxk q, fi pxk`1 qq ě 1. By definition of the pullback, the fact that fi pxk q ‰ fi pxk`1 q
and xk ăT 1 xk`1 , we know that fi pxk q ăT fi pxk`1 q. We conclude therefore that
fi px1 q ăT fi px2 q ăT ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT fi pxd q ăT fi pxd`1 q.
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Hence, pfi px1 q, . . . , pfi pxd`1 qq is indeed a snake, its width is no more than pd ´ 1qmaxnepfi q
and its diameter is at least minoppfi q ´ 2pd ´ 1qmaxnepfi q. Its elongation is at least
minoppfi q ´ 2pd ´ 1qmaxnepfi q
.
maxnepfi q
From the definition of weak imbeddings of cubes we conclude that this elongation tends to infinity,
and this concludes the proof of the corollary.

A particular case of Corollary 6.6 is when G is such that for all d there exists an uniform
imbedding of Zd in G. This condition holds in particular for any group G that contains Z8 as a
subgroup. For example, G “ Z o Z. Then for any order T on G it holds
ORG,T pkq “ k
for all k.
We recall that some known examples of groups of infinite Assouad-Nagata dimension do not
admit uniform imbeddings of Zd . For example, if G “ Z2 o A, A is a finite group of cardinality
ě 2, then Assouad-Nagata dimension of G is infinite, see [39], who studied also other amenable
wreath products; for a general case of any base group of superlinear growth see [9][Corr 5.2].
On the other hand, the asymptotic dimension of G is 2, see [39], see also [9][Thm 4.5] for upper
bounds on dimension control function. In particular G can not contain uniform images of Z3 .
Wreath product examples mentioned above are discussed in the following subsections.
6.1. Wreath products.
Lemma 6.7. [Sequences of arbitrarily large cubes in wreath products]
Let G “ A o B, where A is a finitely generated group of super-linear growth and B is a group of
cardinality at least two, then G contains weakly a sequence of arbitrarily large cubes.
The argument we explain below works for all B, but we want to point out that our main interest
when B is finite. (If B is infinite, observe that for all d ě 1 G contains uniformly Zd` , and the
claim of the lemma follows). The the proof below is reminiscent of an argument of Theorem 4.1
in [9].
Proof. Observe that the claim of the lemma does not depend on the generating set in the wreath
product. Fix some generating set SA of A, a set SB of B and consider a standard generating set
S of G, which one can identify with the union of SA and SB . Fix d ě 1. We are going to prove
that G contains weakly arbitrarily large cubes of dimension d.
We first observe that for infinitely many n there exist d disjoint subsets Ωn1 , Ωn2 , . . . , Ωnd inside
the ball BA,SA pe, nq of radius n such that the following holds. The cardinality of each set Ωi is n
?
and for each i, 1 ď i ď d, the length of any path visiting all points of Ωni is ě 61 pn ´ 1q n.
We have already mentioned an elementary case of Polynomial Growth theorem of [32]. The
result of this paper states that if A is not virtually cyclic, then the growth function of A satisfies
many n such that vA,SA pn `
? vA,SA pnq? ě npn ` 1q{2. In this case there exist infinitely
?
nq{vA,SA p n{6q ě n. Take such n and put ε “ n{2, choose an pε, εq-net of the ball
BA,SA pe, nq in A. Place a ball of radius ε{3 around each point
? of the net. In each ball choose
d distinct elements. If n is sufficiently large, then vA,SA p n{6q is greater than d, and therefore such choice
is possible.
Observe also that the number of the points in such net is at least
?
?
vA,SA pn ` nq{vA,SA p n{6q ě n.
In each ball choose one point and denote the union of the chosen points Ωn1 . Choose one more
point in each ball and denote the union of?these points by Ωn2 and so on. It is clear that the distance
between any two points of?Ωni is at least n{6, and hence the length of any path visiting all points
of Ωni is at least 61 pn ´ 1q n.
Enumerate the points of pε, εq-net in an arbitrary order and consider the restriction of this order
to Ωni . Fix a non-identity element b in the already fixed generating set of B. Consider a map
ρ : r0, 1, . . . , nsd Ñ A o B. A point with coordinates pz1 , z2 , . . . , zd q is sent to peA , f q where f is
the configuration which takes value b in the first zi elements of Ωi , 1 ď i ď d, and takes value eB
elsewhere.
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F IGURE 6.2. The sets Ωni , here shown for n “ 12, d “ 3, i “ 1, 2, 3. The
points of the same colour correspond to the same set. The image of p9, 3, 5q
under ρ is shown, this is a configuration taking value 1 in the first 9 yellow
points, in the first 3 red points and in the first 5 green points.
See Picture 6.2. The picture shows a possible choice for A “ Z2 , B “ Z{2Z. We use an
additive notation in B, and a non-identity element b is denoted by 1.
If u, v are points in the cube at distance 1 in l1 -metric of Zd , then the distance between ρpuq
and ρpvq in the word metric of the wreath product is at most 2n ` 1. Indeed, observe that in this
case the values of the configuration of a and that of b differ at one point, which we denote by x.
To make this change, it is sufficient to go from identity to x, to make a switch at go back to the
identity.
Observe that if we take two antipodal
? points w, w9 in the boundary of the cube, then the distance
between ρpwq and ρpwq
9 is at least 16 npn ´ 1q.
Indeed, observe that if we have a pair of antipodal points on the boundary of the cube, then
there exists i such that the i-th coordinate of one of them is n and of the other is 0. Therefore,
To move from between the images of these antipodal
points, we need the to visit all points of Ωni ,
?
and hence the length of such path is at least npn ´ 1q{6.
This completes the proof of the lemma.

Corollary 6.8 (Order ratio function for wreath products). Let G “ A o B be a wreath product
of A and B, where #A “ 8, #B ą 1. Then either we have a logarithmic upper bound for the
order ratio function (and this happens if and only if G has a finite AN -dimension), or the order
ratio function is linear (moreover, the order breakpoint is infinite).
Proof. Indeed, by a result of [9][Thm 5.1 and Cor 5.2] AN -dimension of A o B is finite if and
only if A is of linear growth and B is finite. The cited theorem deals with the case when B is
finite, and it is straightforward that the AN -dimension is infinite when A and B are both infinite,
and the dimension is finite when A and B are both finite.
By Thm 4.4 we know that if AN -dimension is finite, then there is a logarithmic bound for the
order ratio function. On the other hand, if A is of super-linear growth or if A and B are infinite,
we know by Lemma 6.7 that A o B contains weakly arbitrarily large cubes (of arbitrarily large
dimension), and hence by Corollary 6.6 the order breakpoint is infinite.

6.2. Product of tripods. In Thm 4.4 we proved that if a metric space M has AN -dimension d
then BrpM q ď 2d ` 2. Now we will show that this estimate is close to optimal.
Proposition 6.9. Let M be a Cartesian product of d tripods. Then for any order T on M it holds
ORM,T p2dq “ 2d; in other words, BrpM q ě 2d ` 1.
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Proof. There exists a continuous map f : S 2d´1 Ñ M such that any two opposite points in S 2d´1
map to different points.
Indeed, S 2d´1 is homeomorphic to the boundary of the product Dd of d 2-dimensional unit
disks. There is a continuous mapping h from a unit disk to tripod such that h maps any two
antipodal points on the boundary of D to points at distance 1.
A1
A1
A2

A0

A2
A3

A5

A0
A4

A3

A5

A4

Denote the mapping hd : Dd Ñ M by f . If x and x1 are two opposite points in the boundary
of Dd then their projections to one of the disks are opposite points of boundary of this disk, and
projections of f pxq and f px1 q to the corresponding tripod are two points at distance 1.
Let T be an order on M and let T 1 be a pullback of T to S 2d´1 . By Lemma 6.1 for any ε there
are two opposite points x and x1 of S 2d´1 and a snake x1 ăT 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ăT 1 x2d`1 such that points
with odd indices are in Bpx, εq and points with even indices are in Bpx1 , εq. It is clear that points
f pxi q form a snake of large elongation in pM, T q, so ORM,T p2d ` 1q “ 2d.
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